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evaluate the results of the latest scientifi c and clin-
ical research. It is necessary to stimulate the clini-
cal and scientifi c thinking of the students, the use 
of interdisciplinary approaches for the acquisition 
of knowledge and skills. Currently, evidence-based 
medicine is a mandatory educational discipline for 
the third year students in accordance with Kazakh-
stan educational standards. Semey State Medical 
University actively implements of the method of 
integration of disciplines «Internal Medicine» and 
«Evidence-based medicine» to improve the skills 
of students in determining the optimal methods 
of diagnosis, treatment and prevention of dis-
ease in a particular patient in a concrete situation. 
The forms of such integration could be different. 
They include 

1. Selection of optimal methods of diagnosis, 
treatment, prevention using case based learning 
method (CBL). In the clinical department the stu-
dents under the guidance of teacher perform exami-
nation of the patient, an analysis of the examination 
results, defi ne the clinical problem and discuss the 
reasonable tactic for examination and treatment. 
Then they confi rm their opinion using the databases 
of evidence based medicine. For the searching of 
the necessary information the students use method 
(patient/population, intervention, comparison, out-
come), defi ne the key words to search the proper 
scientifi c based information in the different data 
bases including PubMed, MEDLINE, EBSCO, 
International Clinical guidance. Our students have 
very good possibility to use The Cochrane library. 
Then the students demonstrate the found informa-
tion, discuss it and analyze the results of work. 

2. Using the knowledge of evidence-based 
medicine in the independent student work for 
the description of clinical cases, presentations
and essay.

3. Demonstration of knowledge in the clinical 
conferences and clinical symposia for discussion 
the most diffi cult and controversial clinical situa-
tions. In this case, the assessment of evidence-based 
medicine knowledge and skills is held by the expert 
in the fi eld of evidence-based medicine

Analysis of the feedback from the students 
showed that almost 100 % of them said that inte-
gration of evidence-based medicine and internal 
medicine is helpful to improve their knowledge and 
understanding in the fi eld of study, research skills, 
critical and clinical thinking, 80 % said that such 
learning improves their communication skills and 
teamwork skills. Only 10 % of students reported 
diffi culty in fi nding of relevant information due to 
lack of good knowledge of English.  

The work is submitted to the International Sci-
entifi c Conference «Implementation of integrated 
model of educational institutions, implements edu-
cational programs different levels of education», 
Republic of Singapore, December, 10–17, 2013, 
came to the editorial offi ce оn 18.11.2013.
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This article discusses the role of communica-
tion in the activity Manager of education. Today 
management plays a considerable role in the educa-
tion system. According to the research most of the 
time the manager spends on communication. In the 
system of education communication plays essential 
role as with its help the information is trans

Today management plays a considerable role in 
the society. Because during several decades the human 
activity is accompanied by row of continuous chang-
es in social, political, economic and other spheres of 
social life which in their turn demand changes in us. 
Their main part as the world experience shows is com-
prehension of science and art of management.

Management is defi ned as a skill to achieve 
aims using labour, intellect and motives of other 
people’s behavior, as a type of activity in managing 
people in organizations, and as a sphere of human 
knowledge which allows executing this function. 
I.e. the core of contemporary management means 
that in the one hand it originates from a person, his 
needs and aims, from transformation of knowledge, 
experience and achievements in science and techni-
cal progress into productive power and in the other 
hand the creative power of managing consists in 
using informational technologies. Contemporary 
managers attach a special importance to group work 
and cooperation treating the employees as partners 
and not as subordinates.

Management in contemporary science is re-
garded as the process because the work on achiev-
ing aims with the help of others is not a nonrecur-
ring action but a series of interconnected ceaseless 
actions each of which is the process and furthermore 
very important for success of the organization.

According to the research the manager spends 
from 50 till 90 % of all time on communication. The 
manager does it in order to realize his roles in interper-
sonal relations, informational exchange and processes 
of making decisions, saying nothing of management 
functions of planning, organizing, motivating and con-
trol. And just because the exchange of information is 
included into the main types of management activity, 
communications are called connecting process and 
their effectiveness plays a signifi cant role for success 
of people and organizations [3].

In the system of education communication 
plays essential role as with its help the information 
is transferred both from manager to subordinates 
and vice versa and from teachers to children. There 
are several types of communications in offi ces and 
in educational systems. 

Communications between organization and its 
environment.
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The activity of organizations in educational 
system is infl uenced by the factors of external envi-
ronment (political, social, cultural and etc.). Com-
municational needs of organization depend on these 
factors. If there was a necessity to analyze what is 
really being spoken, written and read in organiza-
tions, the main attention would have to be concen-
trated on the questions connected with the needs 
of informational interaction with external environ-
ment which infl uences or will infl uence on the or-
ganization.

Information is moving around inside the or-
ganization from level to level within the frames of 
vertical communication. It can be transferred down-
wards, i.e. from top levels to lower ones. This way 
the subordinate levels of management are informed 
about current tasks, change of priorities, concrete 
targets, and recommendable procedures and so on.

Transference of the information from lower 
levels to top ones may noticeably infl uence on qual-
ity of education.

Besides that upward communications also ful-
fi ll the function of informing top levels about what 
is being done at lower levels. This way the admin-
istration fi nds out about current or brewing prob-
lems and suggests possible variants of correcting 
the state of affairs. The exchange of information 
upwards usually happens in the form of accounts, 
suggestions and explanatory notes.

In addition to the informational exchange 
downwards or upwards the organizations need hori-
zontal communications. Organization consists of 
numerous divisions, that is why the informational 
exchange is necessary for co-ordination of tasks 
and actions. Since organization is a system of inter-
connected elements administration should achieve 
collective work of the specialized elements promot-
ing organization in necessary direction.

For example representatives of different depart-
ments in an educational institution periodically ex-
change information with each other in such questions 
as making schedules, level of demands for under-
graduates in the programs, cooperation in research-
ing and consulting. This allows organization retain-
ing nearness to consumer and continuing effectively 
satisfying his demands. This way, operative workers 
should give reasons of quite low expenses for reali-
zation of future innovations of project and research 
department so that further production was reason-
able. In horizontal informational exchange usually 
take part committees and specialized groups. 

Additional advantages of horizontal communi-
cations consist in forming equitable relations. It is 
proven that these relations are important constituent 
of contentment of employees in education system.

One of the components of communications in 
organization is relations between a manager and sub-
ordinates. The researches reveal that two third of this 
activity is fulfi lled by managers and subordinates [1].

Some of numerous types of informational ex-
change between manager and subordinates are con-

nected with clarifi cation of the tasks, priorities and 
expected results, with providing involvement into 
taking decisions of the tasks in educational institu-
tions, with discussion of the problems of work ef-
fectiveness, with achieving of admission and award 
aiming at motivation, with elaboration and devel-
opment of subordinates’ skills, with accumulation 
of information about brewing or really existing 
problem, with announcement of subordinate about 
future changes, and with getting data about ideas, 
improvements and suggestions.

In addition to informational exchange between 
manager and subordinate there takes place the ex-
change between manager and his work group. The 
communications with work group in general allow 
manager to raise the effectiveness of the group’s ac-
tions. Since in the exchange take part all the members 
of the group everybody has the possibility to ponder 
upon new tasks and priorities of educational institu-
tion, upon the way they should work together, upon 
forthcoming changes and possible consequences for 
this and other institutions, upon recent problems, 
achievements and suggestions of innovative character.

Besides that sometimes the work group gath-
ers together without managers for discussion of the 
problems, improvements and oncoming changes. 
Such equal relations may contribute to raising the 
contentment of the co-workers with their work.

Organization consists of formal and informal 
components. The channel of informal communica-
tions may be called the channel of gossip spreading. 
The information is transferred much faster through 
channels of gossips than through channels of formal 
communications.

The reputation of inaccurate information as-
signed to gossips is preserved till nowadays. Never-
theless the researches reveal that information trans-
ferred through channels of informal communication, 
i.e. gossips, is usually accurate but not distorted.

The informational exchange comprises differ-
ent part of organization, and it correlates with ef-
fectiveness of information. It is notorious that the 
exchange of information in organizations is not as 
effective as it should be. In reality people communi-
cate less effectively than it seems to them.

During the exchange both sides play the active 
role. For example if you as a manager describe the 
way work should be changed to someone of your 
subordinates it is only the beginning of exchange. 
To make the informational exchange effective your 
subordinate should convey his understanding of the 
task and your expectations according to the results 
of his activity. Informational exchange happens 
only in case that one side «suggests» information 
and another perceives it. To fulfi ll it exactly this 
way one should pay special attention to communi-
cation process. 

Communication process is informational ex-
change between two or more people.

The main purpose of communication process 
is to guarantee the understanding of information 
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which is the subject of exchange, i.e. messages. In 
the process of informational exchange there may be 
distinguished four basic elements [2]:

1. Sender is a person generating ideas or accu-
mulating information and transferring it;

2. Message is just an information encoded with 
symbols;

3. Channel is means of transferring information;
4. Receiver is a person for whom the informa-

tion is dedicated and who interprets it.
While exchanging the information sender and 

receiver go through several interconnected stages 
aimed at composing a message and using a channel 
for transferring it so that both sides understood it 
and followed the original idea:

1. Conceiving an idea;
2. Encoding and choosing a channel;
3. Transferring;
4. Decoding.
The informational exchange begins with enun-

ciation of the idea or selection of the information. 
Sender decides which signifi cant idea or message 
should be made as a subject of exchange. It is im-
portant to remember that the idea is not yet trans-
formed into words or has not got the shape in which 
it will serve the exchange of information. Sender 
decided only what conception he wanted to make 
the subject of informational exchange. To fulfi ll the 
exchange effectively he needs to take into account 
numerous factors. For example manager who wants 
to exchange the information about evaluation of 
the results of work must understand that the idea 
consists in informing subordinates about the con-
crete information of their weak and strong sides and 
about the way to improve the results of their work. 
Thus it is necessary to realize what ideas are dedi-
cated to transference before you send a message and 
assurance in adequacy and relevance of your ideas 
taking into account concrete situation and aim.

Before transferring an idea sender must encode 
it with symbols using words, intonation and ges-
tures (body language) for it. Such encoding trans-
forms the idea into a message.

Senders must also choose a channel compat-
ible with the type of symbols used for encoding. To 
some of the well-known channels refer the transfer-
ence of speech and written materials as well as elec-
tronic connection including computer network, e-
mail, videotapes and videoconferences. If a channel 
is improper for physical transformation of symbols 
the transference is impossible. If a channel doesn’t 
correspond to the idea conceived at the fi rst stage 
the informational exchange will be less effective. 
For example a manager wants to warn a subordi-
nate about illicitness of his committing the viola-
tions of safety measures and does it during easy talk 
with cup of coffee or sending him a note on this 
occasion. However through these channels it won’t 
probably succeed to transfer the idea of seriousness 
of these violations as effectively as in offi cial let-
ter or at the conference. Similarly sending a note to 

the subordinate about the distinction of her achieve-
ments won’t transfer the idea of the importance of 
her contribution to work and it won’t be as effective 
as direct talk with following offi cial letter of appre-
ciation and with award as well. 

The choice of transference means shouldn’t be 
limited with one channel. It is often advisable to use 
two or more means of communication in combina-
tion. The researches reveal that simultaneous usage 
of exchange mans of oral and written information is 
usually more effective than let it say only exchange 
of written information. Discussing the results of this 
research professor Torrens Mitchell points out the 
main conclusion of this work – the combination of 
oral and written message does the informational ex-
change more effective in most of the cases.

At the third stage sender uses the channel for 
delivering the message (encoded idea or complex 
of ideas) to receiver. The question is about physi-
cal transference of the message which many people 
take by mistake for the very process of communica-
tion. At the same time the transference is one of the 
primary stages which are necessary to go through to 
inform somebody of the idea.

When the sender has transferred the message 
the receiver decodes it. Decoding is translation of 
sender’s symbols into receiver’s thoughts. If the 
symbols chosen by the sender have equal mean-
ing for receiver, the last will know what the sender 
meant when couching his idea. If the reaction to the 
idea is not necessary the process of informational 
exchange should be over. However for a number 
of reasons the receiver may attach a bit different 
meaning to a message than the sender had. From 
manager’s point of view the informational exchange 
should be considered effective if the receiver dem-
onstrates the understanding of the idea producing 
an action which was expected by the sender [2].

In case of feedback, sender and receiver exchange 
communicative roles. Former receiver becomes send-
er and goes through all stages of the process of infor-
mational exchange to transfer his response to former 
sender who now plays the role of receiver.

Feedback may promote to increase the effec-
tiveness of exchange of administrative information. 
According to row of researches two-way informa-
tional exchange (in case of possibility of feedback) 
in comparison to one-way exchange (feedback is 
absent) though it proceeds slower. Nevertheless it 
relieves stresses more effectively, it is more accu-
rate and ir raises the confi dence in correctness of 
message interpretation.

Feedback noticeably raises the chances for ef-
fective informational exchange allowing both sides 
to suppress the noise. In the language of theory of 
informational transference the noise is called eve-
rything that distorts the meaning. The resources 
of noise that may create the blocks on the way of 
informational exchange vary from language (in 
verbal or non-verbal form) to differences in percep-
tion because of which the meaning in the processes 
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of encoding and decoding may change and to the 
differences in organizational status between man-
ager and subordinates who may obstruct the correct 
transference of the information.

Defi nite noises always occur that is why at every 
stage in the process of informational exchange hap-
pens some distortion of the meaning. High level of 
noise will lead to noticeable loss of meaning and may 
completely block the attempt to establish the infor-
mational exchange. From the manager’s position this 
should determine the decrease of degree in achieving 
the aims according to transferred information.

All available informational systems in organi-
zation are the result of realization of accepted infor-
mational politics. Real creation of organization in 
educational system oriented to effective work with 
information occur only when politics in the sphere 
of informational technologies is considered by ad-
ministration as natural element of activity and life 
of organization and is consciously ruled in appro-
priate way.

Thus, information for work of any educational 
institution is no less important than making deci-
sion, motivation or planning. The correctness of ac-
tion at every administrational stage depends on the 
correctness of information, its adequacy and com-
pleteness. This means that for providing effective 
activity of organization the manager should take 
care of getting accurate data on base of which all 
the future work will be fulfi lled.
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The article contains general concepts of the 
career orientation proving the validity to the study 
of the content of the value system. It describes the 
guiding career orientations (Management, Entre-
preneurship, Dedication to a cause, Professional 
competence), and the career vectors («Career up», 
«Career into») and their value content among the 
students and lecturers being the subjects of the sys-
tem of higher education. 

Modern social and cultural environment de-
mands from a person who is the subject of profes-
sional activity not only specifi c competencies, but 
also the ability to realize their professional and career 
development. This ability helps the person to plan 
and to build his own life deliberately and effi ciently 
without «making any drafts», to experience the sub-
jective well-being and to self-actualize (Yashchenko, 
2012). This is of the specifi c importance for the stu-
dents who choose the certain area of professional 
training, the strategy of professional development 
and possible future career options (Lazorak, 2011). 
The career orientation which includes professional 
self-evaluation, motives and values plays a signifi -
cant part in this process (Schein, 2006).

The study was carried out to consider the val-
ue content of career orientation in the system of 
higher education. The fi rst purpose of the present 
study was to determine the preference in career 
orientation of modern Russian students (n = 673) 
and lecturers (n = 38). Figure 1 shows the average 
values (in the stanine) of career orientations of stu-
dents and lecturers. All of the career orientations 
are equally preferable for students (4–5 stanine). 
The lecturers showed a low average score on the 
value of «Management» (2 stanine), other career 
orientations are equally preferable (4–5 stanine). In 
the group of students the difference in preference 
of various career vectors is insignifi cant (1 stanine), 
but in a group of lecturers this difference becomes 
signifi cant (4 stanine): the vector «Career into» is 
more preferable (see Figure). Apparently, the stu-
dents are still looking for professional development 
strategy, while the lecturers are experienced profes-
sionals who clearly understand the direction of their 
career development.

Table shows the distribution of respondents 
(students and lecturers) with high, medium and 
low levels of career orientations. Every fi fth stu-
dent has a high level of prominence in one or more 
career orientations, every third lecturer has a high 
level prominence in the career orientation «career 
into» («Dedication to a cause» and/or «Professional 
competence»), and only 8 % of lecturers focus on 
«Management» and/or «Entrepreneurship». This 
tendency shows the following: among the students 
there are more respondents focused on vertical ca-
reer line («Career up»), among the lecturers there 
are more respondents with a focus on the horizontal 
career line («Career into»). Possibly people with the 
desire to vocational and personal growth, and pro-
fessional mastership (as lecturers) and people with 
career ambitions and the desire of promotion in so-
cial professional hierarchy (as students) come to the 
system of higher education.

The second purpose was to detect the relations 
between different career orientations and personal 
values of students and lecturers. Preliminary sur-
vey in the group of lecturers showed that the career 
orientation «Management» is positively correlated 
with the value «social interaction» (p ≤ 0,05) and 


